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Abstrac t

The Air Force has long relied on surveillance for intelligence and strategic
purposes. Most surveillance systems rely on a lensing system to acquire their images,
most of which are in either the visible or infrared wavelengths. Because lensing systems
can be expensive, obtrusive, or hard to maintain, researchers have designed adaptive
coded aperture imaging (ACAI) as a replacement system. Coded aperture imaging (CAI)
has been used in both the astronomical and medical communities for years due to its
ability to image light at short wavelengths and thus replacing conventional lenses. Where
CAI is limited, researchers have discovered that adaptive coded aperture imaging can
recover what is lost.

ACAI uses a reconfigurable coding mask and digital signa l

processing to recover the original scene from the detector.
In this effort, a prototype of MEMS microshutters has been designed and
fabricated onto a 3 mm x 3 mm square of silicon substrate using the PolyMUMPS™
process. This prototype is a line-drivable array using thin flaps of polysilicon to cover
and uncover an 8 x 8 array of 20 μm apertures and is the first known microshutter array
to incorporate a line-drivable array driven by physical actuation. A characterization of
the micro-shutters to include mechanical, electrical and optical properties is provided.
This prototype, its actuation scheme, and other designs for individual microshutters have
been modeled and studied for feasibility purposes, and this revealed that the actuation
scheme failed in its design due to oversights in the design process and lack of space for
iv

each gear actuator. Because of conformality in the PolyMUMPS™ process, none of the
microshutters could physically move, but optical analysis with a 632 nm HeNe laser
revealed that they will not undergo upward de flection when expos ed to irradiance sources
of less than 0.5 W. The microshutters were also designed to transmit less than 20% of
irradiated light and initial testing confirmed that fact.

In addition, microshutters

fabricated from an Al-Au alloy on a quartz wafer were characterized and showed that
wedge-style shutters are functional, if not ideal for an ACAI array.

v
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UTILIZING MICRO-ELECTRO-MECHANICAL SYSTEMS (MEMS) MICROSHUTTER DESIGNS FOR ADAPTIVE CODED APERTURE IMAGING (ACAI)
TECHNOLOGIES

1. Introduction
Cameras have been in use since the 1800s, and were built off a simple principle of
exposing film to light through a pinhole, known as the aperture, and at least one lens to
foc us the images onto the film. While cameras have become more advanced since then,
they still follow the same theory of operation: light passes through an aperture and is sent
through one or multiple lenses until it is observed by a detector which then processes and
transmits the optical information.
Unfortunately, not all wavelengths of light are able to be steered via a lens
system. Light at extremely short wavelengths, such as γ-rays and X-rays, are not affected
when they are passed through a lens [1]. A new process of imaging these rays was
designed nearly forty years ago, and recent strides in technology have allowed this
imaging technique to be applied to both visible and infrared (IR) wavelengths.
1.1 Coded Aperture Imag ing Description
Coded aperture imaging, or CAI, was first conceptualized in 1968 by R.H. Dicke
at Princeton University’s Palmer Physical Laboratory. He described a multiple pinhole
camera for astronomical applications [2]:
“A pinhole camera for which the entrance area, covered with a very large
number of randomly distributed pinholes, is 50 percent open is shown to be a very
effective way of forming images of a complex of X-ray stars. A simple statistical
trick is used to reduce the multitudinous overlapping images to a single image.
Less than forty detected photons are needed to form an image of a single star.”
1

Since CAI was first exposed to the scientific community, advances in computing
technology have allowed it to become more prevalent within imaging devices,
particularly in satellites designed to observe X-ray and γ-ray sources [2].
Figure 1-1 illustrates the basic principle of CAI. The two fluxes provide different
images onto the detector based on their angle, and these images are summed on the
detector. The black photon counts are from Flux 1, and the gray photon counts that are
added on top of the black counts are from Flux 2. [3] The image of the separate fluxes is
then “coded” on the detector and must be decoded for processing. Adaptive CAI, or
ACAI, allows the mask to be fully adjustable to the user’s needs. O ne can easily see how
this system can provide advantages within the imaging community.

Figure 1-1: Basic principle of coded aperture imaging (CAI). [3]

2

1.2 Microshutte r Fundame ntals
Microshutters are exactly that—shutters on a small scale. Typically, they range in
size from a few microns square to as large as 200 μm by 200 μm. Most commercial
cameras use an iris-style shutter, but microshutters are not limited to just this technique.
For instance, while an iris-style shutter is efficient when used alone, its efficiency may
not be as great when implemented within an array, as it needs both electrical and
mechanical stimuli to cause the shutter to close or open. Other styles of microshutters,
such as flexible eyelid cantilever shutters, shutter flaps that are able to bend 90 degrees,
and moveable covers will be examined for their presence and usefulness both as an
individual microshutter and within a microshutter array.
1.3 Proble m Background
Adaptive coded aperture imaging (ACAI) is such a new technological concept
that only a few microshutter arrays have been designed and fabricated in order to answer
the need for adjustable masks. While systems such as the James Webb Space Telescope
(JWST) are able to utilize microshutters that flap ope n and closed vertically, these
systems have shown that they require external sweeping sources in order to actuate the
microshutters [4]. These external actuators enable the individual shutters to be adjacent
to each other, but cause the problem of blocking the entire scene the detector is
attempting to observe, thus rendering the entire detector useless for the duration of
actuating the shutters.
An ideal microshutter array would require no external actuation; its functionality
would depend solely on electrical or magnetic stimuli and generate all movement within
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its design. It also would have individual functionality for each shutter within its array, so
that its application to ACAI would be fully realized.
1.4 Micros hutte rs Design Proposal
As this is the first research project of this nature performed at the Air Force
Institute of Technology (AFIT), the goal of this effort is first and foremost to design a
functioning microshutter array that allows the shutters to be as close as possible to each
other. For this effort, an 8 x 8 array of 64 apertures measuring 18 microns x 18 microns
spaced 22 microns apart was chosen, as typical small pixels tend to be approximately the
same size. The array needs to have as few macroscopic moving parts as possible, and be
designed in such a way that each shutter within the array can be individually ope ned and
closed. Optically, the microshutters will be tested in the visible wavelengths; ideally, as
much light as possible should be blocked when all the shutters are closed, and as much as
1/64 of the light should be passed when one microshutter is open.
The optical effectiveness of this microshutter array design will be tested and
compared with an already fabricated eyelid microshutter design from research sponsored
by the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL). The overall design should require small
voltages in order to perform--ideally on the order of 20 volts or less. Lastly, the design
should be as small as pos sible while still allowing full functionality. It should be noted
that while all ACAI systems require digital signa l processing (DSP) in order to calculate
the image from the signals, developing a functioning DSP system as well as designing
and testing a functional microshutter array is out of scope for the time allotted for this
research effort.
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1.5 Summary
This thesis effort will develop individual shutters as well as an array of
microshutters using MEMS technology as a prototype for an ACAI mask.

The

MEMSCAP polysilicon multi- user MEMS process, or PolyMUMPs™, will be used for
the fabrication of the individual shutters and the array of microshutters. This process will
furnish an affordable means to manufacture MEMS devices with a relatively quick turnaround time, allowing for multiple designs to be fabricated. While the designs explored
within this research will be strictly prototypes, it is expected that they will be able to open
the door for further similar applications.
In order to fully comprehend how these micros hutters work, a thorough
background of microshutter and ACAI research will be performed.

The fabrication

process will be analyzed as well as actuation techniques that can be applied in order to
activate the microshutter array. A complete analysis of the design steps will be followed
by theoretical modeling to predict how effective the designs are in the physical moving of
the shutters. Experimental testing will then show the phys ical and op tical performance of
the microshutters and how they compare to the optical results of other physically proven
microshutters. This thesis will finish by reviewing how successful the designs are in
accomplishing the goals outlined in the previous section. This will then be followed by
recommendations for future research in this area.
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2. Background
This chapter will explore the basics of adaptive coded aperture imaging (ACAI)
and its advantages and disadvantages. Once the funda mentals have been thoroughl y
explained, applications of microshutters, as well as current research and development
efforts, will be listed with each of their methodo logies and how they might apply to this
research project.

Following a thorough examination of these efforts, fabrication

techniques will be investigated, particularly the technique chosen for the manufacturing
of this project. Next, various MEMS actuation techniques will be examined, including
advantages and disadvantages of each and their application to the scope of this research
effort. Finally, a n introduction to the design concept for this research effort will be given.
2.1 ACAI Fundame ntals
Coded aperture imaging (CAI) has been used in both the astronomical and
medical communities for years due to its ability to image light at short wavelengths and
thus replace conventional lenses.

While CAI has its advantages, it also has its

limitations. Unfortunately, these CAI systems have fixed masks and can only vary the ir
direction of gaze by moving the entire platform [4].

Because of this, their angular

resolution is fixed by the mask sepa ration from the detector plane, the configuration of
the detector array, and the mask pattern itself [4]. The basic principle of this imaging
process can be seen in Figure 2-1. Also, because the photons from the scene are not
brought to a focus, the number of photons seen per detector pixel, known as photon
irradiance, is lowered, which then lowers the signal-to- noise ratio (SNR) of the coded
image [6]. The SNR determines how well the detector can read the original scene.
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Figure 2-1: Illustration of the principle of conventional CAI. Light from every point in a
scene within the field-of-view (FOV) casts a shadow of the aperture onto the detector
array. The detector then measures the sum of the irradiances it receives, and the image is
decoded through deconvolution of the irradiance sums [6].

Where CAI is limited, researchers have discovered that adaptive coded aperture
imaging (ACAI) can recover what is lost. Due to the adjustable nature of ACAI, the
detector can selectively steer its field-of-regard (FOR) and adjust its FOV, as can be seen
in Figure 2-2. It uses a reconfigurable coding mask and digital signal processing to
recover the original scene from the detector, as in Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-2: Different advantages of ACAI without macroscopic moving parts. On the
left is a steerable FOR. On the right are two images of adjustable FOV [6].
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Figure 2-3: Illustration of how ACAI works. [6]
Due to the standard size of most detector pixels, one would desire an ACAI mask
to be on the order of the same size as the detector array. Nearly all pixels are on the order
of microns, leaving detector arrays typically on the order of millimeters or centimeters.
In this effort, a prototype of ACAI microshutters will be designed onto a 3 mm x 3 mm
square of silicon substrate. All ACAI systems require digital signal processing in order
to properly evaluate the scene observed by the detector; however, the time, budget, and
materials required to design such a system is out of scope for this research project.

2.2 Curre nt Research and Deve lopment on Applications of Micros hutters
Various efforts throughout the scientific community have explored the uses of
microshutters for many applications. These applications include uses as spatial light
modulators, variable optical attenuators (VOA), and CAI.
8

2.2.1 James Webb Space Telescope
The mos t common example of micros hutters be ing actively used is the array
designed for the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST).

The JWST is designed by

NASA to study the early stars galaxies of the universe, and is scheduled to launch in
2011. [7] This infrared-optimized telescope contains four 175 by 384 pixel modules of
pixel shutters that are 100 μm by 200 μm, as seen in Figures 2-4 through 2-7. [7,4] Due
to the harsh space environment to which these microshutters will be subjected, the array
must be held to stringent design requirements. Among these requirements are the 7000:1
contrast ratio [8], the 37 K operating temperature [7], individual actuation [4], and
stiction from electrostatic latching [9]. To target the individual shutters for actuation, all
the shutters are ope ned electromagnetically; this is then followed by an electromagnetic
scan to close all but the desired shutters. [8] Should a particular shutter need to be held
open for days at a time, or “latched”, the shutter will receive a 40V charge. [9] This
charge can be inadvertently stored in the shutter’s dielectric core, causing the shutter to
stick to the substrate, also known as stiction. [9] This was overcome by a brief reverse in
polarity of the charge, but demonstrates the multitude of problems these shutters can
undergo. [9]
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Figure 2-4: Array of microshutters on the JWST. [7]

Figure 2-5: Individual JWST shutter being activated by a probe. [4]

Figure 2-6: SEM picture of a single JWST shutter. [7]
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Figure 2-7: (left) Fully functional 128 by 64 pixel model of the JWST array. (right)
Demo of model array displaying JWST acronym. [7]

2.2.2 Adaptive Coded Aperture Imaging
ACAI research is very recent, with the vast major ity of research p ublished in 2007
and 2008. Nearly all of this research experiments with different types of microshutter
systems in order to create the ACAI mask. These systems can vary in technique, size,
materials, and function.
At the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL), scientists are researching various
methods of fabricating “eyelid” microshutters for the purpose of serving as an ACAI
mask. Eyelid microshutters are built of at least one flexible material, are able to conduct
electricity, and also have an internal stress that causes them to curl up and away from the
substrate and aperture, as seen in the left image of Figure 2-8.
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Figure 2-8: (left) Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image of a single eyelid
microshutter 50 μm long and 50 μm wide. This eyelid was manufactured with ridges
etched along the width of the microshutter to encourage uniformed curling. (right) SEM
image of an eyelid shutter 200 μm long and 50 μm wide. Note the difference in the curl
between the two e yelids [10].
The eyelid microshutters used for this study at AFRL were fabricated in-house of
titanium and gold.

The disparities in the Young’s Mod ulus value, as well as the

coefficient of thermal expansion between titanium and gold, cause the eyelids to curl so
profoundly. The right image of Figure 2-8 shows how profound the curling is within
these eyelids as the length increases [10]. For these eyelids, the substrate is held at
ground, a dielectric layer provides electrical insulation between ground and the eyelids,
and the eyelids are fabricated on the dielectric layer. When a voltage is passed through
the contact pad, electrostatic forces cause the eyelid to uncurl and “close” the aperture.
Since these eyelids were fabricated on a quartz wafer, the apertures are merely arbitrary
as the entire wafer passes visible and IR light waves [10].
Some limitations of these eyelid shutters include nonuniformity in curling and
difficulties in closing the shutters. While the eyelids were designed to be closed with a
voltage less than 10 V, voltages up to 100 V were tested, and the eyelids could not be
12

pulled down to the substrate [10]. Nonuniformity in curling, seen in Figure 2-9, also
highlighted some of the issues in realizing these eyelids as a viable ACAI mask.

Figure 2-9: SEM image of failed curling o f eyelids. [10]

Another group of scientists utilized the eyelid microshutter concept in addition to
micro-prisms and micro-piston arrays to achieve a functional ACAI mask. This research
layered small prism lens on pistons to allow the system to look in a certain direction.
Figure 2-10 illustrates this concept. By closing the shutters over all apertures designed to
look at directions 2, 3, and 4, the focal plane array, or FPA, can look solely in direction 1
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to decode a scene [11]. On the other hand, if all the eyelids are open, then the detector
can image in all four directions.

Figure 2-10: Combination of eyelid microshutter panel with microprisms and
micropistons. The shutters are designed to limit look direction, the prisms provide the
look direction, and the pistons allow the prisms to move vertically to provide a clear lineof-sight to the scene being imaged, as well as providing the necessary phase corrections
for each look direction. [11]

As with the eyelids in the previous effort, manufacturing a uniform array of eyelid
microshutters is not trivial, though the uniformity in this effort was vastly improved. In
add ition, the purpose of growing ACAI technologies is to replace conventional lensing
systems with a coded aperture mask; by introducing lensing prisms and pistons, this study
begins to stray from the original goal of ACAI research.
Another AFRL research effort takes a different approach to microshuttering for
ACAI. Instead of designing a microshutter array to physically open and close apertures,
14

these engineers have utilized the optical properties of polysilicon in the mid-waveinfrared (MWIR) range to create Fabry-Perot interferometers that will either reflect or
transmit light waves depending on their thickness. When a Fabr y-Perot interferometer’s
thickness is a multiple of the wavelength being passed to it, it transmits the maximum
amount of light. However, if th e width of the in terferometer is no t a mu ltiple of λ, o r
wavelength, then the phase difference of the passed light will cause destructive
interference and a minimum signa l. [1] These micro- interferometers are constructed of
simple electrostatic actuators, and the details of these types of actuators will be explored
in a later section.
Figure 2-11 shows a cross-section of these interferometers. Note that connections
to the substrate are not included in this illustration. As the moveable mirror experiences
voltage (typically less than 20V), the gap width shortens, causing the interferometer to
adjust its peak transmission wavelength. This wavelength can be explained by

 2π
δ =
 λ


 2nd cos θ


(2.1)

where δ is the phase difference in the transmitted wavelengths, λ is the wavelengt h of
light entering the interferometer, n is the inde x of refraction of the medium ins ide the
interferometer, d is the width of the gap, and θ is the angle of the entering light as
compared to normal [1].
One adva ntage of this technique is the ability to design microshutters close to
each other. The research at AFRL successfully developed a line-drivable array for just
this purpose and was able to implement this design into a 3 x 3 array, shown in Figure
2-12.

The line-dr ivable array is shown through wiring the rows separate from the
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columns, and this technique will be utilized for the designs developed through this effort.
While this microshutter array proves quite useful in the MWIR range, it falls short of
ideal in that it cannot pass light in the visible range [5].

Figure 2-11: Fabry-Perot interferometer microshutter design for MWIR. As a voltage is
passed to the moveable mirror, the gap begins to decrease, which then affects which
wavelengths will be passed to the buried electrode. [5]

Figure 2-12: Microscope image of 3 x 3 Fabry-Perot microshutter array. The wiring via
rows and columns allows each microshutter to be individually driven, as they only
respond to signals in both electrodes. [5]
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2.2.3 Others
One purpose for these microshutter arrays is to serve as a spatial light modulator
or variable optical attenuator (VOA).

While spatial light modulators are normally based

off of micromirror arrays for their use in image projectors and displays, high intensities
of light and fast switching indicate that microshutter arrays could be beneficial in
improving the performance of these modulators.

[12] Ravnkilde et al. designed a

microshutter from micromachined and electroplated nickel for just this purpose, as seen
in Figure 2-13. [12] Their microshutter was a 35-μm diameter nickel disk on a 300-μm
long actuation beam that moved the shutter from side to side, covering and uncovering an
aperture underneath. This microshutter array was very resilient and functioned normally
after 108 cycles. [12] While the shutter array was functional, the massive amount of
actuation schemes do not allow for individual pixel shuttering.

Figure 2-13: SEM picture of an individual VOA shutter. [12]
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Another use for a microshutter is within a VOA. VOAs are used in fiber-optic
circuits by regulating the intensity of light that is transmitted between two fibers, and are
extremely useful in the growing optical telecommunications field. [13] MEMS VOAs
function by having a shutter inserted into the optical signal path to stop down the optical
signal as needed. Zawadzka et al. designed a successful shutter by using the foundry
PolyMUMPs™ process offered by MEMSCAP.

This process uses three polysilicon

layers of varying thicknesses to fabricate devices, of which two are releasable. In order
to effectively stop down the intensity, the shutter contained etch holes that would be
moved back and forth between the fibers; when everything was perfectly aligned, the
shutter would either pass light or reject it. [13] This can be seen in Figure 2-14. The
shutter used six scratch drive actuators to shift the shutter between the fibers, as can be
seen in Figure 2-15.
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Figure 2-14: (top) Mask layout for VOA shutter. (bottom) SEM picture of selfassembled VOA microshutter. [13]
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Figure 2-15: (a) VOA microshutter before actuation. (b) VOA microshutter after
actuation. Note the extended microsprings and the location of the scratch drive actuators.
[13]
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While the VOA shutter is effective at stopping down an optical signal, it does not
prove useful if an array of microshutters is needed.

Motohara et al. designed a

microshutter that lends itself well to an array design. [8] The shutters are rectangular
blades with dimensions of 100 μm x 1000 μm and actuate either electrostatically or
electromagnetically into an aperture fabricated within the substrate, as seen in Figure
2-16; pictures of the functioning microshutters can be seen in Figure 2-17.

Figure 2-16: a) 3D cross-section of an individual shutter-blade. b) Cross-sectional
actuation of shutter-blade in closed pos ition. c) Shutter-blade in open position. [8]
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The shape and fabrication of these shutter-blade actuators is highly conducive to
fabrication and func tion within an array.

Unfortunately, there are limits with the

functionality of these shutters. The current shutter design has a fill factor of over 80%,
but with that comes a contrast ratio of 2000:1 and a required drive voltage of over
100V [8]. The dr ive voltage is worrisome, in that if one were to deploy this array as a
self-standing unit, ease and transport of a power supply would have to be taken into
account.

Figure 2-17: a) Array of shutter-blades. b) Photo of a shutter-blade moving from fully
closed (1) to fully open (4). [8]
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2.3 MEMS Fabrication Process
In order to understand exactly how these microshutters will perform, one must
understand the various types of MEMS fabrication. In shor t, there are three different
categories for MEMS fabrication: bulk micromachining, surface micromachining, and
micromolding.

Bulk micromachining is a subtractive process; it involves selective

etching of a substrate (usually silicon) to create devices.

Surface micromachining

involves chemical vapor depos ition (CVD) of alternating thin layers of patterned
materials to create devices. These devices typically range from two to five microns in
height, and thus are difficult to use for 3-D structures; however, the simplicity of
sequential deposition usually allows for

more

inexpensive

fabrication costs.

Micromolding uses high-aspect ratios and deep etching processes to create devices of up
to hundreds of microns in height. Because of this height, the devices are usually more
robust; but the high-aspect processes are much more expe nsive than those found in
surface or bulk micromachining processes.
Because the budget and time for a thesis research project is limited, the MultiUser MEMS Process, or MUMPs®, was selected for this effort.

Specifically, the

polysilicon depos ition MUMPs®, or PolyMUMPs™ process will be used for the designs
that are fabricated in this thesis. PolyMUMPs™ is a three- layer polysilicon surface
micromachining process that utilizes two sacrificial layers of silicon dioxide to provide
separation between the three po lysilicon mecha nical layers, shown in Figure 2-18 [14].
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Figure 2-18: Cross sectional view of all seven layers of the PolyMUMPs™ process (not
to scale). The two oxide layers are sacrificial layers, and the nitride, or isolation layer, is
the surface which provides the foundation for the device; it is grown on a (100) silicon
wafer [14].
The process starts with a (100) n-type doped silicon wafer. First, a 0.6-μm layer
of silicon nitride is deposited on the surface of the wafer using a low-pressure chemical
vapor deposition (LPCVD) process to provide electrical isolation. This is followed by a
0.5-μm layer of polysilicon, termed Poly0, which is deposited using LPCVD and
patterned using standard photolithography processes. A 2.0-μm silicon dioxide layer,
called 1st Oxide, is the next layer added via LPCVD; this is then annealed at 1050°C for
an hour. This annealing both dopes the polysilicon and reduces the residual film stress.
After etching anchor points for the first releasable layer, the wafer is patterned with a
2.0-μm polysilicon layer; this layer is called Poly1. A second oxide layer, 0.75-μm thick,
is then deposited, patterned, and annealed. Anchor po ints are once again etched, followed
by a 1.5-μm thick Poly2 layer deposition. Lastly, a 0.5-μm gold layer, labe led as Metal,
is depos ited and pa tterned by using a lift-off process; this layer provides electrical
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connections for probing, bonding, and electrical routing, and can be used as a highly
reflective layer for optical mirror applications [14]. A summary of the layer thicknesses
and their description can be found in Table 2-1 be low.

Table 2-1: PolyMUMPs™ process layer break-down [14].

2.4 MEMS Actuation Techniques
In order for any of the above research designs to function, they must use an
actuation scheme that conve rts an input energy into a mechanical motion. An actuator is
defined as a device that converts energy from one form, such as electrical or thermal
energy, into another for m, such as mechanical energy [15]. Actuators are designed to be
as efficient as possible, but energy losses naturally will be incurred and must be expected.
Due to the size and scale of most MEMS devices, certain effects like thermal conduction
must be taken into account, while other forces, such as gravity, are negligible and thus
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can be ignored. In this section, common MEMS actuation techniques will be explored
and examined for their advantages and disadvantages in relation to this research effort.

2.4.1 Electrostatic Actuation
Electrostatic actuation is a common actuation technique within MEMS
technology, and is typically used as a switching dr ive to pull in an electrical contact [16].
It uses Coulomb attractive forces of separated charges to overcome mechanical
restorative forces of the structure in which it is being applied [15]. Figure 2-19 shows a
simple parallel plate capacitor and the forces acting upon it. The restoring force, F r, is a
function of the axial spring constant, k z, which is dependent on structural geometries and
material properties of the device. The electrostatic force, Fe, is a function of the applied
voltage, V, the surface area of the plate, A, the permittivity of the dielectric between the
plates (in this case air), εo , and the distance between the plates, represented as z0 [16].
The applied voltage causes electrons to collect on the bottom plate, and po sitive charge to
collect on the top plate. When the charges are separated like this, an electrostatic force is
created. When the plates are in equilibrium, the electrostatic force is balanced by the
restoring force. If the voltage is driven high enough, the electrostatic force will overcome
the restoring force, causing the plates to “snap in” and close the gap between them [16].
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Figure 2-19: Force diagram for a parallel plate electrostatic actuation device [16].

Electrostatic actuators prove useful in their simplicity and dependable responses.
In most cases, once the potential across the device is removed, the electrostatic force
rapidly drops to zero, allowing the restoring force to return the device to its starting
position [15]. Unfortunately, these devices typically require high voltages due to device
designs for the electrostatic force to overcome the restoring force, particularly when the
physical displacement is on the order of microns. Coulomb’s Law is given by

Fe = ke

Q1 Q2
d2

(2.2)

where Fe is the electrostatic force, k e is Coulomb’s constant, Q1 and Q2 are the two
charges being measured, and d is the distance between them. The charge difference
between the two plates is measured as
Q = CV
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(2.3)

where Q is the charge, C represents the capacitance, and V is the potential difference
between the two plates. The capacitance for the actuator shown in Figure 2-19 is given
by

C=

ε0 A
d

(2.4)

where ε0 is the dielectric permittivity of free space, A is the surface area of the electrode
plate, and d is the distance between the two plates.

The capacitance is inversely

proportional to the distance separating the plates, so as the distance increases, the
capacitance decreases.

Because the charge difference is directly proportional to the

capacitance, it will decrease as well. As Equations 2.3 and 2.4 are substituted back into
Equation 2.2 , Coulomb’s law can be rewritten as
Fe = ke

ε 0 2 A2 V 2
d4

(2.5)

showing that as the distance between the two plates is increased, the voltage will need to
be drastically increased in order to provide the same electrostatic force. Due to the
magnitudes of the Coulomb constant and the permittivity of free space, distances on the
order of microns will only generate very small forces despite requiring higher voltages.
Because of this, the number of mechanisms that can use this type of actuation for
physical movement are limited [15].

2.4.2 Electro-thermal Actuation
Electro-thermal actuators function due to the thermal properties of materials in the
MEMS devices. When c urrent pa sses through a conductor, the conductor generally heats
up due to the thermal losses in the conductor. This is called Joule heating [16]. This
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Joule heating then causes the conductor to expa nd in length. While this expansion is
typically negligible on a macro scale, Joule heating within MEMS devices causes
expansion to be much more significant as a result of their size. Figure 2-20 shows this
elongation effect of a MEMS beam and can be described by
Lnew =
L0 + α L  L0 (Tavg − T0 ) 

(2.6)

where L new is the new beam lengt h; L 0 is the initial beam length; αL is the coefficient of
linear thermal expansion; T0 is the initial temperature before current flow; and Tavg is the
average final temperature of the beam [15]. This change in beam length can then be used
to create physical displacements in MEMS devices in various ways. One type of electrothermal actuator often used is the bi- morph configuration; this device uses the difference
in thermal expansion between two different materials to create a deflection [16]. While
the PolyMUMPs™ process uses both polysilicon and gold for its mechanical layers, the
bi- morph actuation provided from these materials do not apply to this thesis and will not
be studied further.

Figure 2-20: MEMS electro-thermal technique illustrating beam elongation due to Joule
heating caused by current flow through the conductor material. Lo is the initial beam
length; Lnew is the new total lengt h of the be am after thermal expansion; A is the crosssectional area of the beam; and ΔL is the change in beam length [15].
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To make a thermal actuator using only one material such as polysilicon, one can
vary the cross-sectional areas of the beams. The larger the area, the more easily heat is
dispersed, so that beams with a small cross-sectional area will be much hotter than those
with a large cross-sectional area when the same current is passed through both beams.
Because the thinner beam, or hot-arm, has a much higher temperature, it will undergo a
longe r expa nsion than that of the thicker beam, or cold-arm. Figure 2-21 shows that if
these two beams are connected, the thermal expansion of the hot-arm will cause the entire
beam assembly to move laterally. This beam assembly is the electro-thermal actuator.
Figure 2-22 illustrates how current flow through these devices causes deflection. One of
the primary advantages of these devices is that significant displacements of between 10 to
15 μm can be achieved using voltages of less than 20 volts [15]. In add ition to the
excellent displacement-to- voltage ratio achieved using these devices, significant force
can also be applied by these devices, usually from 10 to 100 μN [16].

Figure 2-21: Single hot-arm electro-thermal actuator showing increasing force and
displacement with increasing applied voltage [16].
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a)

b)

Figure 2-22: a) Diagram of current flowing through a single hot-arm thermal actuator.
b) Diagram of current flowing through a double hot-arm thermal actuator. [16]

While electro-thermal actuators are quite efficient at converting low voltages into
lateral displacements, they typically have slower response times due to the time needed
for the material to heat up for expa nsion and then coo l dow n to retur n to neutral. When
the voltage is removed, this cooling must be via thermal conduction or convection [15].
Another limitation results from deformations these devices undergo when pushed to their
maximum voltage capability or beyond. These deformations can cause the hot-arm to be
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permanently plastically de formed, so that when the voltage is removed, the actuator
comes to rest slightly past its original pos ition. This condition is known as back-be nding,
and while it can be useful for certain designs, it almost always ensures that the lateral
motion will not be as effective as a normal thermal actuator.

2.4.3 Scratch Drive Actuators
Scratch drive actuators, or SDAs, utilize the stiction properties of polysilicon to
create movement within MEMS devices. They also have many advantages over other
types of MEMS actuation techniques. Due to the nature of their actuation, they move in a
linear direction, as opposed to the curved motion of the thermal actuator. This linear
motion can then be used to drive various MEMS mechanisms, including those involved
with microshutters.
SDAs consist of four main components: the substrate on which they function, the
insulator, the bushing, and the plate, as seen in Figure 2-23. When a voltage is applied
between the plate and the substrate, a virtual capacitor is created, and the plate
experiences an electrostatic force that pulls it down towards the substrate [17]. As the
plate pulls down, it warps and causes the bushing to tilt, which then causes the bushing to
push forward along the insulator [18]. When the voltage is removed, bot h the plate and
bushing return to their previous position, but have been inched forward a small distance.
Figure 2-24 illustrates the vertical and lateral motions of an SDA as well as the periodic
voltage needed for each step. A periodic voltage is necessary to actuate an SDA; this
voltage can be tuned so that the app ropr iate wave for m and frequency translate into the
necessary veloc ity and s tep s ize for the SDA’s movement [17].
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Figure 2-23: Side view of a scratch drive actuator showing the four main components
and where the voltage is applied [17].

SDAs can prove to be quite useful, but they do not provide much displacement
given an applied force. Researchers at the University of Strathclyde showed that given
SDAs fabricated with the PolyMUMPs™ process, an SDA would require 250 μN of
force to move just 5 μm; it would require 550 μN of force for a maximum displacement
of 10 μm [18]. Some designs within this effort will attempt to use scratch drive actuation
as a proof-of-concept, but the SDA’s usefulness within this research is limited.
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Figure 2-24: (State 1) The SDA is at rest before actuation. (State 2) Pos itive voltage is
applied to the SDA, pulling down the plate. (State 3) Voltage is removed from the plate,
causing the bushing to press forward along the insulator. (State 4) Negative voltage is
applied, causing the plate to warp towards the insulator. The for ward movement is
denoted by DX, the length of the plate by L, and the warped por tion of the plate by Lp.
Once actuated, the SDA will alternate between State 2, State 3, S tate 4, a nd State 3 again
to provide the forward movement [17].

2.4.4 Other Actuators
There are many other categories of MEMS actuators, but unfortunately, they
typically require specific fabrication processes [16].

Among these categories are

piezoelectric actuators, which generate electric potentials in response to mechanical
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stress; piezoresistive actuators, which change their resistivity in response to mechanical
stress; and magnetos trictive actuators, which can change their shape when expos ed to an
external magnetic field. Since these categories of actuators require special materials and
deposition techniques, the actuators within those categories will not be studied for this
research effort.
2.5 Introduction to M EMS Microshutter Design Concept
Because the time and budget was limited for this research effort, the
PolyMUMPs™ process was chosen. A design was needed that would not depend on
materials other than two releasable layers of polysilicon, which eliminated any possibility
of using piezoelectric materials or designing shutters to function in three dimensions,
such as those designed for the JWST and other “eyelid” shutters. A more mechanical
approach was taken that utilizes gears and arrays of electro-thermal actuators to move
arms with etched holes to uncover the apertures in the substrate. This approach and its
functionality will be explored more in the following chapters.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, the funda mentals of CAI and ACAI functionality were discussed
and explored. This examination revealed that microshutters are the best method to ob tain
a working ACAI mask. Various types of microshutter research and their applications
were explored, to include those in current ACAI research. The advantages and
disadvantages of these various micros hutters were examined thoroughly in order to
discover where certain deficits within the technologies might cause them to fail or be
more inefficient than other designs.

Noting what is within range for a master's thesis
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effort, a fabrication process was explored as well as different actuation schemes for
MEMS devices. With this knowledge, one can then deduce where shortfalls within the
microshutter and ACAI community might lie, and how a new fabricated design might be
able to close some of those technology gaps. This new design will be closely examined
and tested in the next chapters.
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3. Methodology
As previously mentioned, the goal of this research effort is to design and fabricate
a MEMS microshutter array. This array requires that apertures within the array can be
opened and closed individually without disrupting the function of the other apertures.
Due to the fabrication process used, this array must be designed to function with only two
releasable layers of polysilicon. This section will discuss the various designs attempted
and describe the final design in detail, as well as discuss implementation for testing
purposes.
3.1 MEMS Design Concepts
Because no previous research projects have attempted to construct a microshutter
array with these requirements, the initial design attempts took on an indiscriminate
approach. The initial goal was simply to construct functioning microshutters that could
be positioned as close together as possible to create the array. Failures in these designs
inspired changes to the microshutter concept, culminating in the final design attempt in
hopes that the original goal could be realized.

3.1.1 Wedge-style shutter using electro-thermal actuation
The designs for the initial shutters were inspired by an optical iris and were
submitted for fabrication in Run 84 of PolyMUMPS™. The optical iris, shown in Figure
3-1, changes its center ape rture size through the movement of the blades. As the blades
pull away from each other, the center aperture increases in diameter. The blades of the
iris are curved in such a way that they slide smoothly to open and close, and each iris
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contains enough blades so that the aperture remains relatively circular regardless of the
diameter.

Figure 3-1: (left) The optical iris is shown fully open. (middle) The optical iris is shown
half closed. (right) The optical iris is shown fully closed.

Due to the design rules enforced by PolyMUMPS™, creating an exact replica of
an optical iris within the two layers of polysilicon proved to be a challenge. Instead,
these first designs simplified the concept by using electrothermal actuation to ope n and
close pie-shaped wedges of shutters over a theoretical 200-μm aperture.

All of the

designs involved two layers of polysilicon; some included a layer of trapped SiO 2 . This
was done to limit residual stress within the wedges and to provide strength throughout the
shutter. The thermal actuation was performed by either a 200-μm single hot arm or a
250-μm single hot arm. The lengt h and design of the thermal actuator varied with the
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wedges; the quarter wedges were paired with the 250 μm hot arm, while the sixth wedges
were paired with the 200 μm hot arm.
Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3 illustrate how the various wedges and hot arms were
coupled together to create a wedge-style shutter. Table 3-1 illustrates how the colors in
the following figures correspond to the various layers in the PolyMUMPS™ process.
Table 3-1: Colors of MEMS designs and their corresponding PolyMUMPS™ layers.
Color
Orange
Light Red
Dark Red
Grey
Light blue
Purple
Black

Layer
Poly0
Poly1
Poly1-2 stack
Poly2
Poly2-Metal stack
Poly0-2-Metal stack
Poly0-1-2-Metal stack

Figure 3-2: a) Test design of a quarter-wedge, single hot arm shutter. The hot arm is
250 μm in length, and the wedge has a 100 -μm radius. This is a Poly1-2 stack with no
trapped oxide layer. b) SEM picture of a single quarter-wedge single hot arm.
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Figure 3-3: a) Test design o f a sixth-wedge, single hot arm shutter. The hot arm is 200
μm in length, and the wedge has a 100-μm radius. This is a Poly1-2 stack with no
trapped oxide layer, and the extra flaps of polysilicon allow for more conformal covering
of the aperture. b) SEM picture of a single sixth-wedge, single hot arm shutter.

In add ition to the complete wedge shutter designs above, individual wedges were
fabricated in order to fully comprehend their properties.

Four wedges and their

corresponding hot arms were fabricated from each of the shutter designs above. An
additional four wedges were fabricated using a quarter wedge with trapped oxide and a
250 um single hot arm, as shown in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4: a) Test design of a quarter-wedge, single hot arm shutter. The hot arm is
250 μm in lengt h, and the wedge has a 100-μm radiu s. Th is is a Poly1-2 stack with a
trapped oxide layer. b) SEM picture of fabricated shutter.

While these designs are an acceptable first step in solving the problem of needing
an array of microshutters, there are potential shortcomings that should be foreseen if not
expected. Firstly, these designs do not actually provide an array of microshutters as
needed for ACAI. These microshutters serve more as a proof-of-concept of an individual
microshutter, not a full array.

Secondly, the designs in Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3

connected the thermal actuators in series. Potential problems with these designs arise
when the thermal actuators do not receive the full voltage from the contact pads, meaning
that they might not deflect evenly, if at all. Typically, thermal actuators require at least a
5-V drop across the actuator to see any significant movement; when the actuators are
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connected in series, they will only experience a fraction of the voltage. There also is less
room for the actuators to deflect, which would contribute to the shutter being unable to
open fully.
3.1.2 Final line-drivable array design
The final design incorporates ideas from the Fabry-Perot ACAI device discussed
in Section 2.2.2.

Similar to that device, this design contains shutter flaps in two

directions; the individual aperture only opens when both its shutter flaps move to uncover
it. This design uses a drastically different actuation scheme than that seen in the pr evious
designs and will be discussed in detail in the next section. An illustration of this design
can be seen in Figure 3-5.

Figure 3-5: a) Line-drivable array microshutter design. The square in the center of the
design is the actual microshutter array, while everything else provides the actuation
scheme to d rive the array. b) Simplified layout of microshutter array. There are four line
sliders and 16 gear actuators in all.
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3.2 Component Breakdown
This section will discuss in detail the layout and design of the line-drivable
microshutter array.

This array utilizes both releasable layers available through the

PolyMUMPS™ process to create linear flaps of each layer to move vertically, in the case
of Poly1, or horizontally, in the case of Poly2. This section will also discuss some of the
obstacles encountered within the design process and how they were overcome.

3.2.1 Shutter array
The first obstacle encountered when designing the line-drivable microshutter array
was deciding how the apertures would be laid out on the substrate. The aperture array
was nominally chosen to be an 8 x 8 array of 20 μm square apertures. If the apertures
were located adjacent to each other on the substrate, then the shutter flaps would require
up to 160 μm of movement in order to clear all apertures. This is by no means an
impossible feat, but it requires extensive actuation and space on the substrate for the
actuation scheme; as substrate space was limited for this effort, adjacent apertures were
ruled out for this research.
If actuation was not an issue, diffraction could then become a limiting factor. The
Huygens-Fresnel Principle states simply that if the wavelength is large compared to the
aperture, the waves will spread out at large angles into the region beyond the obstruction
[1]. Two types of diffraction exist: Fresnel, or near- field diffraction, and Fraunhofer, or
far-field diffraction. For Fraunhofer diffraction to exist, the following relationship must
be satisfied at the observation point:

R >>
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x 'max

2

λ

(3.1)

where R0 is the distance from the ape rture to the obs ervation po int, |x’max | is the distance
from the optic axis to the farthest extent of the aperture, and λ is the wavelength of light
passing through the aperture [1]. In this case, a 20 μm square aperture and a HeNe laser
wavelength of 632.8 nm combine to yield a minimum R0 of approximately 316 μm.
Should the pixel plane be located further than 316 μm from the aperture, Fraunhofer
diffraction will be observed, meaning that when a light wave passes through one aperture
to a designated pixel, the surrounding p ixels will receive photons as well.
Because the scope of this effort is limited, the focus of the research is on the
microshutter array, not the signals that the pixels will receive. As such, the shutter array
is designed to have the apertures spaced 20 μm apart.

This orientation would then

provide ease of actuation, as the flaps contain holes periodically through the array so that
they only need to be moved 20 μm instead of 160 μm. The aperture array is shown in
Figure 3-6, and the full shutter array with the apertures marked is shown in Figure 3-7.

Figure 3-6: Aperture array that the microshutters are designed to cover.
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Figure 3-7: Line-drivable microshutter array. As before in the previous designs, the light
red color corresponds to the Poly1 layer, the grey corresponds to the Poly2 layer, and the
dark red is where the two layers overlap. Closure springs are located at the end of each
flap, and dimples are located where each aperture should be to minimize stiction when
the apertures have not yet been etched.

When studying the design of the line-drivable array, the viewer may notice the
differences in the widths and shapes of the Poly1 flaps versus the Poly2 flaps. Due to the
conformal nature of the PolyMUMPS™ process, some adjustments were needed so as to
ensure the pos sibility of full functionality of the array. As mentioned in Section 2.3, the
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Poly2 layer conforms to whatever layers might lie beneath it. In Figure 3-8, an array of
microshutters cons isting of Poly1 a nd Poly2 flaps that ha ve the same shape and width has
been designed. The confor mal nature of PolyM UMPS™ becomes detrimental to the
functionality of the design; the dips in the Poly2 layer are too deep and will not allow
those flaps to move.

Figure 3-8: (top) 3-D view of the original design for the microshutters. The conformal
nature of the PolyMUMPS™ process causes the Poly2 layer to fill in the gaps between
the shutters, which then keeps the Poly2 flap from moving. (bottom) Cross-section of
the original shutter design accentuating where the Poly2 layer will fill in the gaps.

As suc h, adjustments were made to the widths of the two different flaps. The
Poly1 flaps were designed to be as wide as possible without fusing them together; this
will minimize the depth of the Poly2 dips between the Poly1 flaps. The distance between
each Poly1 flap is 2 μm. The Poly2 flaps were also indented at each location where a
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hole in the Poly1 flap would be so that the Poly2 dips would not occur within those holes,
thus locking the flaps. In order to ensure the flaps would not break, the aperture and hole
size had to be adjusted. With an aperture and hole size of 20 μm, the Poly2 flaps would
have only one micron of polysilicon holding the flap together; this most certainly would
break either during the release process or in testing. To correct this, the aperture and hole
size was reduced to an 18 μm square. This then allowed for 3 μm of Poly2 to hold the
flap together, which means the flap is significantly stronger.

3.2.2 Individual gear assemblies
As shown be fore in Figure 3-5, the shutter array discussed in the previous section
requires a great amount of actuation for it to function properly. Because electro-thermal
actuators tend to have a maximum linear displacement of approximately 12-14 μm, using
solely electro-thermal actuators would not provide the necessary amount of movement
necessary to have a functioning microshutter array.
A prior AFIT thesis encountered a similar problem when developing M EMS safeand-arm devices [16]. In that research, actuation was achieved through a 4-step process
involving two devices termed the “pawl” and “drive” mechanisms.

The combined

movement of these two mechanisms provided a gear-like actuation when driven by
correlating AC electrical signals. An example of that system is shown in Figure 3-9.
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Figure 3-9: Illustrated representation of a single cycle of the 4-step pawl and drive
mechanisms from a previous thesis effort; (a) shows the pawl pushing the drive gear to an
engaged position; (b) depicts the drive actuators pulling in a linear motion causing the
gear to rotate; (c) at the peak of the drive stroke, the pawl is released allowing the spring
tension in the drive gear arm to clear the drive from the wheel gear teeth; (d) the drive
actuator then returns to its original position and the process is repeated until the desired
motion is achieved. [16]

While an ideal situation would have allowed for a similar system to actuate the
flaps of the array directly, space restrictions on the substrates submitted to
PolyMUMPS™ prevented this from happening.

As such, an actuation scheme that

involved gears was implemented to save on space. A similar pawl and drive system was
used to drive the gears, and each of the flaps from the shutter array was attached to a
slider mechanism that both anchored the arm and provided the necessary gear teeth to
provide actuation. An example of the slider mechanism is shown in Figure 3-10. Unlike
the previous thesis effort, this gear actuator design connected the pawl and drive system
so as to prevent slipping during actuation. This design is illustrated with both the hot
arms connected and the driving gear wheel in Figure 3-11.
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Figure 3-10: Design (top) and SEM picture (bottom) of the slider mechanism that is
attached to all flaps from the microshutter array. The gear teeth receive the actuation
from the gear mechanism, the two Poly2 overlaps provide anchors to keep the flap from
floating away during the release, and the slide r pin ensures movement only ranges from
0-20 μm.

Figure 3-11: Design of the individual gear actuator assembly. In this design, the pawl
and drive gears are connected so that no slipping between the two mechanisms occurs
during actuation. In this setup, the drive gear is actuated first, rather than the pawl as in
Figure 3-9; the actuation is still a very similar 4-step process as before.

Unlike the shutters actuated by SDAs, this actuation scheme should reverse so that
the shutters may close slowly. Despite the possibility of reversal, however, a secondary
closing mechanism was incorporated into the design so that if a flap corresponding to an
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aperture other than the desired shutter was to open, the user could remove all electrical
signals to that particular flap and it would snap shut. This mechanism was realized in
designing a box spring to the end of each flap, as in Figure 3-12. Unfortunately, with a
closing mechanism such as this, as soon as both the drive and pawl are returned to neutral
in their 4-step actuation scheme, the flap will snap shut. As such, a lock mechanism
needs to be in place to ensure the flap continues to open. This was accomplished with
another electro-thermal actuator strategically located with the rest of the gear actuators.
This can be seen in Figure 3-13. The lock actuator is designed to keep the gear from
moving as long as it has no electrical signal. When the lock actuator receives a sufficient
voltage, it will pull away from the gear, enabling it to spin. When that voltage is turned
off, the lock actuator will snap back into place, preventing further movement of the gear.

Figure 3-12: Example of the box spring incorporated at the end of each microshutter
flap. The spring acts to keep the entire array closed when there are no electrical signals
to the actuation scheme.
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Figure 3-13: a) L-Edit design of how the lock actuator is incorporated into the gear
actuator. Without having an electrical signal, the lock actuator prevents movement of the
gear. b) SEM picture of two test full gear actuators with the lock actuator present.
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Because the space allotted for this run was limited, a few more adjustments were
needed to ensure that all the microshutter flaps were able to move.

First, each

microshutter flap required its own gear actuator; given the close proximity of the flaps,
this would necessitate increasingly longer and longer flaps to accommodate the entire
array. Secondly, each gear actuator needed to be reached by three separate micro-wires
to provide the signals to the drive, the pawl, and the lock actuators, meaning that
sufficient space for wiring had to be accounted for in the layout of the design.
Fortunately, the symmetry of this design allowed for some repeatability in the layout and
still allowed adequate space for wiring. The final layout is shown in Figure 3-14.

Figure 3-14: Illustration of the final layout of the microshutter array design. Note the
symmetry and the wiring scheme.
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3.3 Microshutte r Implementation
Of course, designing a microshutter array accomplishes nothing if it cannot be
tested and implemented in some way. This section will discuss the steps needed to fully
prepare the chips containing the microshutter array for integration into an ACAI system.

3.3.1 Microshutter Preparation
The first goal in preparing an opt ically functional microshutter array is etching the
apertures in the subs trate so that light may pass through the shutters when they are ope n.
This is accomplished through a process known as deep reactive ion etching (DRIE), but a
few steps are needed before this can be done.
First, a process called lithography must be performed to create the image of the
apertures onto the back of the substrate. The pattern of the apertures is fabricated with
chrome on a 4” square glass mask. This mask will be used later to imprint the pattern
onto the back of the chip containing the microshutters. It should be noted that the chips
are received from the foundry covered in photoresist so as to protect the underlying
devices prior to their release. The microshutter array was fabricated on a silicon substrate
approximately 700-μm thick. This substrate is too thick for a successful DRIE run later,
so it is thinned 400 μm via a simple surface etch. Once the substrate is thinned, a 1.5-μm
oxide layer is deposited via PECVD to provide the mask for the DRIE run. Once the
chip’s substrate has been thinned and covered with oxide, it is then cleaned and
photoresist is spun onto its backside. The mask mentioned earlier and the photoresistcovered chip are the n placed inside a mask aligner, where two optic systems allow the
user to mechanically align the features on the mask to their designated location on the
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back of the chip. The mask aligner then exposes the areas of photoresist not covered by
the mask, thereby changing the underlying resist chemically. The chips then undergo a
developing process, which removes all the exposed resist and leaves the unexposed resist
in the pa ttern as seen on the mask.
At this point, the chip now contains the unreleased microshutter array on one side
coated with photoresist and an oxide layer covered with patterned photoresist on the
other. The oxide on the patterned side of the chip will serve as the mask for the DRIE
process, but in order to do this, it must be patterned itself. The chip undergoes a reactive
ion etch (RIE) process to remove the oxide from the exposed backside of the chip. Once
this is completed, the photoresist is removed by acetone.

Following this step, the

exposed unreleased devices are coated with a thermal paste for added protection during
the DRIE process.

After the DRIE is completed, the chips are mostly ready for

integration. The last step for the chips involves the removal of the thermal paste in an
isopropyl bath, followed by the releasing of the microshutter devices by dissolving the
oxide layers in HF acid. O nce the chips are dry, their preparation is complete.

3.3.2 Integration and Assembly
The first step in integrating the microshutter array is ensuring that a platform is
ready to accept the array. In this research effort, a standard microscope slide will provide
this platform for all needed optical testing, because the thin glass in the slide will have
little, if any, optical effects on the ape rtures.

As the microshutter array contains

52 contact pads and most probe-testing stations have a maximum of four micro-probes,
larger contact pads will be needed for any substantial electrical testing of the array.
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These contact pads will be patterned onto the slide using the same mask aligner process
with photoresist. The contact pads will be created of an evaporated gold film and will be
large enough for standard small wire clamps to reach.

Four contact pads will be

evaporated onto the slide: one each for the lock, pawl, and drive actuators, and one more
for the ground plane. Once the large contact pads are in place on the microscope slide,
the chip containing the microshutters can then be adhered to the slide. The contact pads
on the slide then need to be connected to the contact pads on the chip via wire-bonding;
this process uses 10 μm gold wires to electrically and physically connect micro-contacts
to larger contacts. Only some of the contact pads from the chip will be connected to the
slide in this effort; this is purely to show how the microshutters function and not to code
any images. When this step is complete, then the microshutter array is ready for testing.
3.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the methodology for designing a functional set of microshutters
was reviewed. Three designs of microshutters were analyzed, and their advantages and
disadvantages discussed.

A thorough review of a fourth microshutter design was

conducted that incorporated a line-drivable array of overlapping polysilicon flaps. An
aperture scheme was analyzed and optimized for this research effort, and a full twodimensional microshutter array was designed. Obstacles in the form of conformality in
the polysilicon layers and diffraction were discussed, and adjustments to the microshutter
array design were implemented to account for and overcome these limits. An actuation
scheme was designed that involved the coupling of groups of electro-thermal actuators
and pa iring t hem with a gear system to move each of the flaps. As each flap was designed
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with a small spring designed to keep it closed, the lock actuator was added to overcome
the forces of the automatic closing springs. Finally, preparation processes and integration
steps were discussed so that implementing the microshutter design into a prope r testbed
may be accomplished. The results of that testing will be disclosed in Chapter 5.
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4. Analytical Modeling
This chapter will review the concepts of electro-thermal actuators. Specifically, it
will evaluate different forms of electro-thermal actuation schemes and investigate their
output capabilities and their functionality. Additionally, a technique to link these devices
together in order to provide linear displacements and increase their output forces will be
explored in their value to this experiment.

Based on these evaluations, each

configuration will be assessed in terms of the amount of force and deflection it is capable
of producing for a given amount of instantaneous power. This information will be used
to form a basis from which to evaluate performance.
4.1 Electro-Thermal Actuator
As previously discussed in Section 2.4.2, the electro-thermal actuator uses
thermal expansion caused by Joule heating, shown in Figure 2-20, to create mechanical
displacement. Through this actuation sche me, voltages of less than 20 V are converted to
displacements around 15 μm. This actuation scheme is desirable in many applications
due to its low power requirements and performance reliability. A previous research effort
at AFIT by Captain Roger Platteborze evaluated these actuators in great detail [16], and
so this section will present an abridged summary of their functionality.

4.1.1 Electro-Thermal Actuator Analysis
Figure 4-1 shows a voltage-versus-deflection curve from an electro-thermalmechanical analysis modeled in CoventorWare ® for a 300-μm stacked Poly1/Poly2 single
hot-arm [16]. The data shows that when 12 volts is applied to the actuator, a maximum
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deflection of just over 25 μm is pos sible; this deflection also translates to a maximum
force of over 12 μN [16].

Hot Arm Width: 3 μm

Figure 4-1: Applied voltage versus deflection curve for Poly1/Poly2 stacked 300-μm
single hot-arm actuator (shown on right); analysis mode led in CoventorWare® Version
6.0 [16].

In a do uble hot-arm device, both hot-arms contribute to the lateral deflections
from Joule heating; while the deflections themselves are less than that of the single hotarm, the forces behind those deflections are increased due to the curvature of both hotarms.

Figure 4-2 shows the voltage-versus-deflection curve for an electro-thermal-

mechanical CoventorWare® analysis of a do uble hot arm actuator using the same cold
arm as the one used for modeling the single hot arm device [16]. The deflection at
12 volts for this actuator is approximately 6 μm shorter than the 25 μm seen from the
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single hot-arm; this stems from the higher resistance of the double hot-arm, thus causing
lower current flow.

Figure 4-2: Applied voltage versus deflection curve for Poly1/Poly2 stacked 300-μm
double hot-arm actuator (shown on right); analys is mode led in CovetorWare Version 6.0
[16].

Platteborze also conducted a simple CoventorWare® analysis of the currents and
forces available from these devices. In it, he revealed that the double hot-arm provided
more than double the force available from the single hot-arm. He also studied how much
power would be needed to drive the two devices in order to determine which was more
efficient; his work concluded that the double hot-arm is three times more efficient than
the single hot-arm [16]. His complete comparison of these devices can be seen in Table
4-1.
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Table 4-1: Comparison of Single and Double Hot-Arm Thermal Actuator Devices [16]

4.1.2 Wedge-style Shutters using Electro-Thermal Actuation
While the coupled electro-thermal actuators studied in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 all use
the double hot-arm as their ba sis, the wedge-style shutters presented in Section 3.1.1 all
used a single hot-arm as the basis of their operation. Through CoventorWare®, iterative
studies were performed to simulate the opening of the shutters through increasing input
voltages.

The first study was pe rfor med for the quarter-wedge shutter without the

trapped oxide. In this study, input voltages to all four hot-arms were incrementally
increased from 1 V to 15 V. Figure 4-3 shows the difference between ope rating the
shutter at 5 V and at 12 V, which is typically the optimum input voltage for electrothermal actuators due to their maximum deflection and repeatability. The aperture is
magnified and shown to be 47 μm.

Figure 4-3: CoventorWare® simulation of a Poly1/Poly2 stacked, 250-μm-long quarter
wedge shutter at both 5 V and 12 V. The aperture is 47 μm when the shutter is at 12 V.
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A similar study was performed on the sixth wedge shutter. Again, all six of the
electro-thermal actuators received the same incremental voltage increases from 1 V to
15V. Figure 4-4 illustrates the CoventorWare® results at both 5 V and 12 V. In this
case, the aperture is smaller, only 33 μm.

Figure 4-4: CoventorWare® simulation of a Poly1/Poly2 stacked, 200-μm- long sixth
wedge shutter at both 5 V and 12 V. The aperture is 33 μm when the shutter is at 12 V.
When comparing these two shutters, not only is it important to compare the
apertures available at 12 V, but it is also prudent to analyze the deflection vs. power
curves as well as the power requirements to achieve the aforementioned apertures. Table
4-2 delineates the power requirements for each shutter for each aperture, and Figure 4-5
analyzes the deflection vs. power requirements for an individual wedge from each
shutter.
Table 4-2: Power requirements at 12 V for each wedge shutter.
Voltage Aperture Total Power Needed
Sixth Wedge

12 V

33 μm

1300 mW

Quarter Wedge

12 V

47 μm

737 mW
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Deflection vs. Power for Wedge Shutters
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Figure 4-5: Deflection vs. power cur ves for an individual wedge from each shutter type.
These values were obtained from iterative studies in CoventorWare®.

Not only does the sixth wedge shutter provide a smaller aperture, but it requires
much more power to actuate, most likely stemming from the two more electro-thermal
actuators required to operate this shutter. The sixth wedge shutter’s smaller aperture is a
direct result of the shorter electro-thermal actuators used in its design. Even so, the
quarter wedge is able to achieve more deflection per unit power, and this in turn causes
the aperture available with this shutter to be larger than that available from the sixthwedge shutter.

4.1.3 Electro-thermal Actuator Summary
In order to have a functioning microshutter array, actuators must be incorporated
into the design so that the components of the array move as desired.
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Section 2.4

discussed the various methods of MEMS actuation and determined that electro-thermal
actuation was best suited for this application due to its repeatability and relatively low
voltage and space requirements.

Figure 4-6 compares the actuator displacement vs.

applied power for both single and double hot-arms; this clearly shows that while greater
deflection can be realized with the single hot-arm, the do uble hot-arm provides greater
efficiency in conve rting that power into actual displacement whenever po wer abo ve
50 mW is invo lved.

Figure 4-6: CoventorWare® analysis of actuator displacement vs. applied power for both
the single and double hot-arms.

4.2 Coupled Electro-Thermal Actuators
Since electro-thermal actuators become unreliable if used to the maximum of their
capability, another method for gaining necessary force and deflection without sacrificing
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reliability must be explored. Fortunately, the electro-thermal actuator s’ geometry lends
itself easily to coupling, or grouping them together, to maximize their performance and
enhance their capability and reliability. This section will discuss a general coupling
strategy for the do uble hot-arm and the two coupling schemes used in this effor t and
evaluate their overall performance.

4.2.1 Coupled Actuator Designs
Because the microshutter flaps designed to be moved are much larger than the
actuators themselves, it can be safely assumed that more than one actuator will be needed
to provide the necessary force to ope rate the microshutters.

To bank the actuators

together, a 2.5-μm wide coupling beam was used to connect the actuators as in Figure
4-7. This 2.5-μm beam is a Poly1-2 stack and is designed to be thick enough to provide
enough rigidity to exert force in a somewhat linear motion, yet flexible enough to
maintain that near-linear motion when the actuators are at their maximum deflection.

Figure 4-7: L-Edit design of two coupled double hot-arm thermal actuators.
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With this coupled beam design, any number of electro-thermal actuators can be
banked together to create a stronger, more reliable actuation scheme. Because surface
area for the microshutter array was limited, the designs for this research effort strove to
optimize actuation strength while still leaving enough space so that each microshutter
flap could be individually actuated. This optimization led to the selection of two and four
banked actuators for the pawl and drive gears, respectively. These can be seen in Figure
4-8.

Figure 4-8: a) Two banked electro-thermal actuators coupled together to provide the
pawl device for the gear actuator. b) Four coupled electro-thermal actuators banked
together to provide the drive for the gear actuator.
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4.2.2 Coupled Actuator Analysis
Of course, these designs will be of no use if their functionality is not fully
explored and analyzed. Platteborze [16] used CoventorWare® to calculate and predict
the deflection and force outputs of various numbers of banked electro-thermal actuators.
His work demonstrated that the higher the number of banked actuators, the higher the
force available for a given deflection. Figure 4-9 illustrates the difference between the
force vs. deflection curves for banked actuators containing between one and five
actuators.

Figure 4-9: Force vs. deflection curve for 1-5 banked electro-thermal actuators. [16]
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Because the actuation scheme in this effort calls for repeatability to rotate gear
wheels to move the microshutter flaps, the coupled actuators will be studied at 10 volts
rather than 15 volts so as to prevent device failure. Table 4-3 delineates the power
requirements, force available, and deflection available when the coupled hot-arms are
given a 10-volt input.

Table 4-3: Comparison of coupled actuator devices.

2 Hot-arm
Pawl Device
4 Hot-arm
Drive
Device

Applied
Voltage

Current

Power

Force

Deflection

10 V

12.6 mA

126.3 mW

8.5 μN

9.19 μm

10 V

35.6 mA

355.7 mW

11.8 μN

8.16 μm

An important characteristic to note is the melting po int of polysilicon; the point of
failure for these actuators typically results from overheating of the hot-arms, causing
them to melt and thus either disconnect or short out completely. Figure 4-10 shows at
which voltage and deflection these two actuators are expected to reach this point of
failure; one must be careful not to overstep these bounds when actuation testing or failure
of the devices is imminent. For each of these devices, those failure points exist where the
input voltage is approximately 12 volts; this translates to a deflection of approximately
11 μm for the 4-actuator drive device, and approximately 13 μm for the 2-actuator pawl
device.
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Figure 4-10: Temperature charts depicting how the temperature of the electro-thermal
actuators increases with deflection and voltage. The red horizontal line represents the
melting po int of polysilicon; failure points of the devices lie where this line intersects the
curves.
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4.3 Two-Dimensional Electro-Thermal Gear Actuator
While the two banked actuators discussed in the previous section provide
actuation in one direction, this is not useful for the two-dimens ional actuation required to
move the flaps either directly or indirectly through a gear mechanism.

This two-

dimensional actuation can be achieved by physically connecting the pawl and drive
devices; this was illustrated in Figure 3-9. Unlike in Figure 3-9, however, the physical
joining actually provides an advantage for this design; previous tests have shown that the
pawl device has a tendency to slip either above or below the drive device particularly
when high frequencies are involved, and the combining of these two devices eliminates
that possibility [16]. Figure 4-11 illustrates how the two are connected.

Figure 4-11: a) L-Edit design of combined pa wl and drive device; while the design
shows the original design of the pawl as it is combined with the drive, b) shows that no
physical overlapping takes place.

A CoventorWare® analysis of this device simulated this combined actuator and
predicted its movement with inp ut forces varying between 1 and 8 volts. Table 4-4 lists
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how the steps in CoventorWare® were calculated with the inp ut voltage through bot h the
pawl and drive actuator components.
Table 4-4: Cove ntorWare® steps and their corresponding input voltages for simulating
the gear actuator.
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 Step 7 Step 8
Drive—4 actuators

1V

4V

8V

8V

8V

4V

1V

1V

Pawl—2 actuators

1V

1V

1V

4V

8V

8V

8V

4V

While operation of the gear actuator would ideally use an AC signal, it was not
immediately apparent that CoventorWare® could apply such a signal and achieve viable
results, thus the 8-step process was chosen to model the gear actuator. According to the
CoventorWare® results, the gear and pawl device can achieve a maximum vertical
deflection (pawl) of approximately 9 μm and a maximum horizontal deflection (drive) of
approximately 3.5 μm. This is illustrated in Figure 4-12.

Figure 4-12: Chart of de flections achieved with the gear actuator in bot h hor izontal and
vertical directions.
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CoventorWare®’s Visualizer provided useful insight as to where exactly these
deflections would occur as well as the amount of curvature the pawl and drive device can
undergo. Figure 4-13 shows the difference in the entire gear actuator between steps 1 and
5 to highlight the deflection when the input voltages are at their maximum and also when
they are at a minimum. Figure 4-14 demonstrates the pawl and drive device going
through the motion of a full cycle of actuation.

Unfortunately, simulating contact

between the gear actuator and the gear wheel was unlikely at best due to the large amount
of friction coefficients CoventorWare® requires from the user, so that was omitted from
this simulation. Figure 4-15 delineates exactly how much power is required to run the
gear at each step of the simulation as well as the total deflections at those steps.

Figure 4-13: Comparison between step 1 and step 5 for the gear actuator. Step 1
represents when all inputs are at a minimum of 1 volt. Step 5 represents when all inputs
are at a maximum of 8 volts; this is easily seen by the curvature in all six hot-arms as
well as the tilting of the gear and pawl device and the bending of the driving arm in the
hor izontal direction.
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Figure 4-14: Illustration of the 8 steps modeled in CoventorWare® for the gear actuator.

Figure 4-15: Charts illustrating the total power required to drive the gear actuator and
how much de flection can be expected.

Clearly, this demonstrates that the gear actuator operates as designed—in a
circular motion and with enough de flection that it should be able to rotate a gear wheel.
The gear actuator has the added benefit of low power requirements.
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While power

requirements are not usually a factor in functionality within the confines of a laboratory,
the y play a muc h larger role during operational testing.

4.4 Optical Modeling
Of course, functionality of the device is moot if the device fails due to overheating
from incident light exposure. Fortunately, previous research at AFIT studied the optical
prope rties of the phosphor us-doped polysilicon available through the PolyMUMPS™
process to determine exactly how much of the irradiance on the surface of the device
would be converted to heat. Denninghoff [19] studied optical absorption for polysilicon
for the purpose of using the heat generated to actuate devices; while any heat generated in
this effort would not be used for actuation, it is pr ude nt to study nonetheless for its longterm effects on the microshutter array. His work will be recalculated to apply to the
wavelengt h and po lysilicon layers be ing used for this research. Another dissertation at
AFIT also used Raman spectroscopy to measure stress increases when MEMS cantilevers
are illuminated with a laser; as an increase in temperature correlates to an increase in
compressive stress, this analysis will also be used to determine potential temperature
increases [20].
The first step in analyzing polysilicon’s optical response to an irradiance is
remembering Kirchoff’s Law of energy conservation: Φ incident = Φabsorbed + Φtransmitted +
Φreflected, where Φ represents flux [21]. If both sides of the equation is divided by Φincident ,
Kirchoff’s Law is then reduced to
1 = a +τ + ρ
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(4.1)

where a is the absorptance, τ is the transmittance, and ρ is the reflectance of the material
receiving the irradiance [21]. In order to calculate exactly how much of the irradiance
will be converted into heat, Denninghoff used the following equations, which result in a
final percentage of the incoming flux:

Φ 0 =Φ i (1 − ρ )

(4.2)

Φ (t0 ) =
Φ 0 1 − e −α t0 

(4.3)

Φ heat =
Φ (t0 )

hν − Eg
hν

(4.4)

where, again, ρ is reflectance, α is the absorption coefficient in cm-1 , t 0 is the thickness of
the material being irradiated, h is Planck’s constant at 6.626 x 10-34 J-s, ν is the frequency
of light, and Eg is the ba ndgap of the material [19]. In this case, the bandgap of both
Poly1 and Poly2 is 1.12 eV, and a λ equal to 632.8 nm corresponds to an hν equal to
1.96 eV. Because ρ and α are experimentally determined, they will be approximated
using Figure 4-16.

As in the top chart, phosphorus-doped polysilicon at 632.8 nm

registers α at approximately 9 x 10 3 cm-1 . The bottom chart shows no experimental data
for reflectance when incidence is below 20 degrees from normal; a safe estimate for ρ
would be 0.2 if the data trend were to continue towards normal.
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Figure 4-16: Experimental data that provid es α and ρ co efficients. At 632.8 nm, α is
9 x 103 cm-1 [22], and ρ is 0.2 [23].

Calculating the absorption of both Poly1 and Poly2 is simple given the parameters
in Table 4-5. Table 4-6 then takes these parameters and inserts them into each statement
from Equations 4.2-4.4 that builds upon the result of the previous equation. The total
heat conversion from an incoming flux is then calculated to be 28.6% for the Poly1 layer
and 25.4% for the Poly2 layer.

Table 4-5: Parameters for determining optical absorption for the Poly1 and Poly2 layers.
ρ

λ

t0

α

Eg

Poly1

0.2

632.8 nm

2.0 μm

9 x 103

1.12 eV

Poly2

0.2

632.8 nm

1.5 μm

9 x 103

1.12 eV
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Table 4-6: Calculations to determine absorptance and heat conversion for Poly1 and 2.
These results are a worst-case scenario.
Total

Total Heat

Absorption

Conversion

1-ρ

1-exp(-αt0 )

Poly1

80.0%

83.5%

42.8%

66.8%

28.6%

Poly2

80.0%

74.1%

42.8%

59.3%

25.4%

These calculations show that po lysilicon is a relative ly good choice for an opt ical
microshutter; not only does it transmit less than 20% of its irradiance, but it is fairly
resilient to an outside heat source. This characteristic will be advantageous later when
determining the amount of deflection caused by external radiation. A CoventorWare®
analysis simulated the deflection caused by a rising temperature on the Poly2 layer of the
microshutters to see if the deflection was large enough to cause functional problems in
the operation of the microshutter. An image from this simulation is shown in Figure
4-17.

Figure 4-17: Simulated image from CoventorWare® detailing the deflection of the
microshutter array when the Poly2 layer has been heated to 1400K. The maximum
deflection is seen near the ends of the shutter flaps and measures only 1 μm upwards.
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Even whe n the Poly2 layer has been heated to near melting, the anchor points on
the shutters act as heat sinks and keep the overall upward deflection of the shutter array to
a minimum. In order to calculate exactly how much power would be needed to melt the
microshutter array, a few more equations are needed to determine exactly how the
polysilicon in the microshutter array disperses heat.
First, each shutter flap can be modeled as a fixed- fixed beam using the equivalent
thermal circuit shown in Figure 4-18. Even though the shutters are not fixed at both ends,
the dimple on the shutter flap at the opposite end of the spring will serve as the other
anchor in this case. These are assumed to be on an infinite heat sink for ease of
calculations as silicon nitride has a heat capacity very similar to that of polysilicon. The
majority of the heat will be conducted to the substrate through the beam, designated Gb ,
while some will conducted through the air beneath the beam, designated Gg [20]. To
complete the circuit, Cb represents the thermal capacity of the beam, Ib represents the
power into the system, Tb is the tempe rature of the beam, and Ts is the tempe rature of the
substrate [20].

Figure 4-18: Representative thermal circuit for a fixed-fixed po lysilicon beam. [20]
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In order to evaluate the above circuit, the following equations are given to
determine Ib , Cb , Gb , and Gg :

=
I b P0 (1 − ρ )

(4.5)

Cb = ρb C p wtl

(4.6)

Gb =

N poly wt

Gg =

Fs N poly wl

(4.7)

l

(4.8)

hs

where Po is the optical power not reflected by the shutter flap, ρ is the reflectance of the
flap, ρb is the density of polysilicon, Cp is the thermal capacity of polysilicon, Npoly and
Nair are the thermal conductivities of polysilicon and air, Fs is a unitless shape factor that
accounts for fringing heat flux effects, and w, t, l, and hs correspond to the width,
thickness, length, and height of each beam respectively [20]. Because each shutter flap
has a relatively complex geometry compared to a flat polysilicon beam, weighted
averages were used for bo th the width and height of each be am to simplify calculations.
The values for the physical constants used in this analysis are given in Table 4-7.
Table 4-7: Physical parameters for thermal equations [20]
Parameter
hs
w
Cp

Value

Description

2.0 μm (Poly1)
Weighted a verage elevation abo ve next physical layer
1.07 μm (Poly2)
32.2 μm (Poly1),
Weighted a verage width of shutter flap
22.2 μm (Poly2)
7.54 x 102 J/(kg-K)
Heat capacity of polysilicon

ρb
Nair

2.33 x 103 kg/m3
30 W/(m K)

Density of polysilicon
Thermal conductivity of air

Npoly

0.02 W/(m K)

Thermal conductivity of polysilicon
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To find the weighted values for the width of each shutter flap, the top surface area
was first measured from the L-Edit design software. Knowing that the shutter flaps were
381 μm long, the width was then determined to be an average 33.2 μm for the Poly1 flaps
and 22.2 μm for the Poly2 flaps. The height value for Poly1 was unchanged from the
given 2.0 μm as there were no physical layers underneath it besides the nitride layer. For
the Poly2 flap, 320 μm of the flap is above one of the Poly1 flaps, signifying a 0.75 μm
gap, while 61 μm is above the nitride layer, which is a 2.75 μm gap. A simple weighted
mean calculation resulted in a 1.07 μm average height for the Poly2 flap.
Typically, the Fs shape factor incorporates time-consuming numerical methods
when dealing with any shape other than a rectangular beam.

To save on time and

calculations, each of the shutter flaps was mathematically averaged over width and height
to result in a uniform rectangular beam. Fs is then found by

=
Fs

t  2hs 
+ 1 + 1

w t


(4.9)

where again w, t, and hs correspond to the width, thickness, and height of each beam
respectively [20]. For a Poly1 shutter flap, this value is 1.18, and for a Poly2 shutter flap,
the value is 1.16. Using this shape factor with analysis from the thermal circuit mode l in
Figure 4-18, the temperature rise in a shutter flap is given by

=
Tb Po (1 − ρ ) Z

(4.10)

where Tb is the increase in flap temperature, and Z, the equivalent thermal impeda nce, is
given by
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1

Z=

(Gg + Gb ) 2 +

Cb 2

(4.11)

τ th 2

where Cb , Gb , and Gg are the values calculated in Equations 4.6-4.8 [20]. The thermal
time constant for polysilicon, τth , is simply Cb /(Gb + Gg ) and balances the storage of heat
within the shutter flaps and the dissipation of heat through the anchor points [21]. Given
an incident laser power of 1.5 mW on the shutter array, this results in a 3.29 K increase
for the Poly2 shutter flaps and a 1.82 K increase for the Poly1 shutter flaps. If the
shutters were to be heated to the melting point of polysilicon, which is 1687 K, then
633 mW would need to be incident to melt the Poly2 flaps, and 1.15 W would be needed
to melt the Poly1 flaps. As a 1.5 mW laser will be used for testing, failure due to laser
exposure is not expected.

4.5 Chapter Summary
The data introduced in this chapter demonstrated the most efficient use of an
electro-thermal actuator and how to achieve the most deflection with its use. Simulations
revealed that a polysilicon wedge shutter can open and reveal a 33-μm aperture in the
case of the sixth-wedge or a 47-μm aperture in the case of the quarter-wedge. The
actuation scheme for the microshutter array was also studied at length to fully
comprehend its functionality and whether it will prope rly operate the microshutter array;
simulations revealed that the gear and pawl device will move in a circular motion to
provide up to 10 μm of deflection in order to rotate a gear wheel. Optical absorption was
studied to grasp if Poly1 and Poly2 will sustain a prolonged exposure to an external
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irradiance; it was determined that not only will these layers endure an irradiance, b ut they
will do so with very little upward deflection. These results will all be experimentally
tested in the next chapter.
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5. Results
In Chapter 3, possible designs and layouts were explored regarding both
individual microshutters and an 8x8 micros hutter array. An actuation scheme was also
designed for the purpose of operating the microshutter array. These designs were further
studied and modeled in depth in Chapter 4 in order to broaden understanding of their
functionality, strengths, and weaknesses. This chapter will discuss how the fabricated
microshutters, microshutter array, and actuation scheme compared to the modeled results
seen in the previous chapter. This chapter will also experimentally test the aluminum
microshutters that were fabricated by AFRL and explore their usefulness and application
to this project.

Finally, this chapter will conclude with optical testing to see how

polysilicon reacts to a constant irradiance from a low-power HeNe laser and if the
absorptance (a), transmittance (τ), and reflectance (ρ) coefficients for the microshutter
array as a whole produced from this experiment mirror those found in Chapter 4.
5.1 Fabrication Results
As mentioned before in Section 2.3, the PolyMUMPS™ process was chosen for
fabrication due to its relatively low cost and quick turnaround time of approximately two
months.

Unfortunately, the PolyMUMPS™ process also has its drawbacks.

Its

tolerances for alignment throughout the fabrication process dictate at least a minimum of
2 μm spacing between all devices; however, 2 μm is still large enough of an aperture to
permit light to pass and is not acceptable for fully functional microshutters.
PolyMUMPS™ is also a conformal process, meaning that the Poly2 layer follows the
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shape of the Poly1 layer beneath it. The following subsections will outline where these
drawbacks to the PolyMUMPS™ process caused component failure.

5.1.1 PolyMUMPS™ Run 83 Fabrication Results
Run 83 was the first attempt at fabrication through the PolyMUMPS™ process,
and all of the designs from this run were based off adding wedges to the ends of electrothermal actuators. Three of the designs were presented in Chapter 3, and two others were
similar in that they used a do uble hot-arm electro-thermal actuator, but with a slightly
different geometry.
The first detail noticed when examining these shutters under a microscope is that
etch lines between the individual wedges appear to be nonexistent.

Upo n further

scrutinization of the designs through an SEM, all the shutters were indeed found to be
fused. Figure 5-1 shows the SEM images taken of each of the shutters and highlights the
fused areas of each.

Figure 5-1: SEM pictures showing bo th the quarter wedge and sixth wedge shutter with
wedges fused.
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Because every shutter was fused, no shutter testing could be performed outside the
CoventorWare® analysis presented in Chapter 4. However, if the reason for the fusing is
uncovered, then future work can account for this to achieve a functioning wedge shutter.
Figure 5-2 is a magnification of the center of the quarter wedge shutter with its spacing
clearly marked.

The design rules for the PolyMUMPS™ handbook state that the

minimum spacing between both Poly1 and Poly2 layers is 2 μm [14]. As shown in
Figure 5-2, the spaces between the wedges is 0.25 μ m smaller than the minimum spacing
called for in the PolyMUMPS™ design rules [14], which could possibly the reason for
the fusing of these shutters.

Figure 5-2: Magnification of quarter-wedge shutter highlighting spaces between wedges
in the original design. The actual spacing between the wedges is 0.25 μm smaller than
the minimum spacing called for by the design rules [14].
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However, in the case of the sixth-wedge shutters, the design rules were followed,
as demonstrated in Figure 5-3. The only conclusion that can be drawn from this scenario
is that the design rules for PolyMUMPS™ themselves are somewhat presumptuous in
their tolerances; this essentially closes any possibilities of fully closing wedge shutters.

Figure 5-3: Magnification of sixth-wedge shutter highlighting spaces between wedges in
the original design.

Fortunately, individual wedges and electro-thermal actuators were also included
with the design, so the individual wedge from each of these designs was actuated and
characterized; these results can be seen in Figure 5-4. Despite the fusing of the shutters,
this demonstrates that wedge shutters are possible through PolyMUMPS™ as long as the
design rules for spacing are followed with an extra tolerance.
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Deflection vs. Voltage for Individual Wedges
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Figure 5-4: Deflection vs. voltage cur ves for an individual wedge from bo th the quarterwedge and sixth-wedge shutters. The smaller deflections for the sixth wedge result from
shorter electro-thermal actuators.

5.1.2 PolyMUMPS™ Run 84 Fabrication Results
Run 84 was the final PolyMUMPS™ attempt for fabrication due to changes
within the foundry’s schedule. This run included the full microshutter array as well as
extra gear actuators and shutter flaps for additional testing. While this run did not have
the previous error of fusing, numerous other problems were encountered during the
testing of these fabricated designs.
While the tests of the gear actuators proved that they do deflect as intended, issues
were encountered in translating those de flections into rotations in the gear wheels. In an
ideal actuation scheme, these actuators would be driven by two separate AC signals that
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are 90 degrees out of phase and amplified by a DC voltage. However, when the gear
actuators were fed these two signals, the pawl and drive device would only actuate in one
direction, not the two-dimensional circular motion needed to drive the gear wheel that
was presented in Chapter 4.

In trying to simplify the input voltages and achieve

actuation, the gear actuator received the same DC inputs that were listed in Table 4-4.
Circular motion was achieved with these DC inputs; however, that motion could not
provide enough force to rotate the gear wheels. In an attempt to gain force, voltages were
increased, but no rotation was achieved before the electro-thermal actuators failed from
overheating; this failure caused the hot-arm to physically break from its contact pad.
Figure 5-5 shows both aspects of the gear actuator after failure.

Figure 5-5: Both the dr ive- and pawl- banked actuators after actuation failure. Both
back-bending, or plastic deformation, was observed, as well as breakage of the hot-arms
in bo th cases.

Another key failure point for this fabrication run was discovered within the
microshutter array itself. As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, the conformal nature of the
PolyMUMPS™ process could cause problems during actuation due to interlocking
between the Poly1 and Poly2 layers. Unfortunately, this problem was realized in two
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aspects of the microshutter array. First, the widening of the Poly1 flaps provided no
advantages to the operation of the array; Figure 5-6 displays how the Poly2 layer
conformed to the Poly1 layer beneath it; this prevented any movement from the Poly2
flaps. In addition, the design required near-perfect alignment during fabrication due to
the shape and strength requirements for the Poly2 shutter flaps. This alignment caused
the Poly2 layer to fill in the Poly1 holes on one side, shown in Figure 5-6, thus
preventing the Poly1 flaps from moving as well.

Figure 5-6: SEM image of the Poly2 shutter flap conforming to the Poly1 layer beneath
it. These small conformal dips, while no deeper than 2 μm, prevented the Poly2 shutter
flaps from moving.
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Figure 5-7: a) SEM image of one side of an aperture in the Poly1 shutter flap. There is
very little Poly2 filling in the hole on this side. b) SEM image of the other side of the
same aperture. The Poly2 has filled the hole slightly on this side, preventing the Poly1
shutter flap from moving. In both images, the Poly2 dips between Poly1 flaps have been
marked.

While a solution to the conforming problem of the microshutter array is not
readily apparent, a possible solution to make the gear actuators more efficient exists. In
attempting to ensure that the gear teeth of bot h the shutter flaps and the drive and pawl
device were not fused as in Run 83, the teeth of the dr ive and pawl devices were placed
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3 μm away from the teeth of the shutter flaps. While this ensured that fusing did not
occur, this also reduced the contact area between the gear teeth, which may have
contributed to the lack of rotation of the gear wheel. Optimization of the gear placement
should correct this for future studies.
5.2 AFRL Quartz Wafer Results
In addition to the two PolyMUMPS™ runs discussed in the previous section,
microshutters fabricated on a quartz wafer at AFRL were also tested for functionality.
On these wafers, quarter-wedge shutters of varying sizes ranging from 100 μm to 400 μm
in diameter were fabricated with 2 μm of aluminum; this was chosen primarily for its
accessibility and higher coefficient of thermal expansion. Quartz wafers were used for
their ability to pass both visible and IR light, thus eliminating the need to etch a physical
aperture through the subs trate.
Due to internal stress stemming from either the CO 2 critical drying process or the
depos ition of the aluminum itself, most wedges from the 200-μm, 300-μm and 400-μm
diameter microshutters were physically bent out of plane of the substrate, rendering
testing impossible; those that were not bent upwards succumbed to stiction and were
immoveable. Fortunately, some wedges from the 100-μm aperture survived the release
and were tested for their functionality. Figure 5-8 shows the shutter being actuated.
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Figure 5-8: a) 100 μm Al shutter prior to actuation. b) Shutter with 0.5 V actuation.
Surface burning has already begun. c) Shutter at its maximum, 0.8 V. d) Shutter backbent after being relaxed back to 0 V.

All of these wedges had the problem of undergoing plastic deformation, or backbending, if they experienced currents of more than 100 mA; this translated to a voltage of
approximately 0.7 V. As significant opening of the apertures was not achieved lower
than 0.5 V, every wedge was back-bent after actuation. Despite these deformations, these
wedges still repeated their actuation after ten tests. As no spacing markers were added in
the design, the exact amount of deformation is not known, but it can be safely estimated
to be within a range of 5-7 μm when the input voltage is between 0.5-0.7 V.
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5.3 Optical Results
The fina l task within this research effort was to optically characterize the various
PolyMUMPS™ chips to test for failure due to overexposure. All chips were tested with a
632.8-nm, 1.5- mW HeNe laser to measure their absorptance, reflectance, and
transmittance and thus determine their viability as a material for future microshutter
work. Figure 5-9 is an illustration of the optical bench setup. First, the HeNe laser beam
was passed through a Jodon spatial filter to remove all higher transverse electric and
magnetic (TEM) modes of operation; the lowest order, or TEM00 mode, is used for a
multitude of reasons: the flux de nsity is ideally Gaussian over the be am’s cros s section,
there are no phase shifts in the electric field across the beam as there are in other modes,
the beam’s angular divergence is the smallest, and it can be focused down to the smallestsized spot [1]. Once the beam has been spatially filtered, it passes through a 70- mm
convex lens that foc uses the beam onto a 60% reflective mirror that is oriented 45
degrees off-axis.

After 40% of the original power has passed through the reflective

mirror, it expands and is then focused onto the microshutter array on a PolyMUMPS™
chip mounted on a glass slide through another 70- mm convex lens; this spot size was an
estimated 500-μm by 500-μm, thus encasing the 400-μm by 400-μm microshutter array.
This 70- mm lens also captures the diffracting reflectance of the microshutter array and
focuses it down again onto the reflective mirror. Two radiometers are then strategically
placed to measure the transmittance and the reflectance; the absorptance is then
subtracted from the original flux when no chip is present.
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Figure 5-9: Optical setup to find α, τ, and ρ coefficients for PolyMUMPS™ chips. The
Jodon spatial filter passes only the TEM00 mode of the 1.5 mW HeNe laser. The 70 mm
convex lens foc uses the beam onto a 60% reflective mirror that is designed to measure
the reflection from the mounted chips. Radiometer 1 measures both the original flux and
the transmittance, while Radiometer 2 measures the reflectance.

As most chips fabricated in Run 84 of PolyMUMPS™ did not survive the release
process, only five chips had intact microshutter arrays that were available for optical
testing. The average values are listed in Table 5-1 while figures of the results showing
measured ranges for each coefficient are shown in Figure 5-10.

Table 5-1: Measured values for reflectance, transmittance, and absorptance from five
chips from the PolyMUMPS™ process.
Average Value

Reflectance (ρ)

Transmittance (τ)

Absorptance (a)

Run 84

42.18%

0.01056%

47.25570%
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Figure 5-10: Charts illustrating the results of optical testing for five different
microshutter arrays. The numbers along the x-axis represent each individual chip tested.
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While all of the measured optical results are in relative agreement with each other,
they do not coincide with those expected from theory. As stated in Section 4.4, the
expected absorptance coefficients were to be between 60-65%, the reflectance near 20%,
and transmittance near 15-20%. While none of the measured results are close to these
numbers, they seem to agree more with common sense in that the transmittance is
extremely small.

In addition, because the solid angle between the microshutter array

and the 70- mm lens is so small, some of the reflected light is lost, signifying that these
reflectance measurements are still small. This is markedly higher than what is expected
from theor y.
Even with the disparities between theor y and actual da ta, the temperature rise in
the polysilicon layers was estimated. Given that the laser’s output po wer is 1.5 mW and
is passed through a 60% reflective mirror, 40% of the laser power, or 0.6 mW, is incident
on the micros hutter array.

Using Equations 4.5-4.11 and the measured average

reflectance, the temperature rise in the Poly2 shutters is only 1.86 K, and the temperature
rise in the Poly1 shutters is 1.03 K. Neither of these temperatures are large enough to
provide upward deflection in the microshutter array. It should be noted that it would take
an estimated incident 0.5 W to melt the Poly2 shutters and an incide nt 0.8 W to melt the
Poly1 shutters; this coincides to a 1.12 W source and a 2.03 W source, respectively.
5.4 Results Summary
Obstacles through the fabrication process prevented much of the planned testing,
but results were still found. First, due to the functionality of the individual wedges, it is
fully expected that a wedge-style microshutter can be accomplished by using the
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PolyMUMPS™ process, as long as sufficient space is provided between the wedges.
With a more stringent fabrication process, the microshutter array might become
functional, but that is depende nt on the process’s alignment requirements and
conformality. Gear actuators were operated, but their lack of force meant they could not
cause gear wheels to rotate. Aluminum shutters on a quartz wafer were characterized and
actuated, further proving the functionality of the wedge-style shutter. Optical tests were
run and determined that illumination of the polysilicon within PolyMUMPS™ will not
undergo out-of-place deflection when illuminated by a 1.5 mW HeNe laser.
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations
6.1 Thesis Objectives Restated
The goal of this effort was first and foremost to design a functioning microshutter
array that allows the shutters to be as close as possible to each other. For this effort, an
8 x 8 array of 64 apertures measuring 18 microns x 18 microns spaced 22 microns apart
was chosen, as typical small pixels tend to be approximately the same size. The array
was designed to have as few macroscopic moving parts as possible, and was designed in
such a way that each shutter within the array can be individually opened and closed. The
actuation scheme was mode led in such a way as to predict its performance; this mode ling
also applied to the functioning of individual wedge-shaped shutters. These pie shutters
were compared to an already fabricated wedge shutter from research sponsored by
AFRL.
6.2 Conclusions
First and foremost, the most prevalent problem encountered during this research
stemmed from the inaccuracies of the PolyMUMPS™ process; tolerances within the
design rules and alignment are not stringe nt enough for the requirements of this thesis.
Despite the shortcomings of PolyMUMPS™, however, some progress has been made. It
has been demonstrated that a wedge-style shutter would be fully functional if the wedges
are given proper spacing; this increases the prospects of achieving a functional microoptical-electro- mechanical-systems (MOEMS) device, if not directly applicable to ACAI.
In add ition, wedge-style shutters fabricated from aluminum were successfully actuated,
further proving that wedge-style microshutters can be operational. Finally, the optical
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properties of polysilicon were studied and acknowledged so that further MOEMS or
ACAI elements fabricated from polysilicon can be designed with optical and temperature
limits in mind.
6.3 Recommendations
As the majority of the obstacles encountered in this thesis originated from the
PolyMUMPS™ process, the first recommendation for future work is to explore other
opt ions for fabr ication, whether it is in- house or by using another foundry process, such
as Sandia National Lab’s SUMMiT-IV or SUMMiT-V processes. The PolyMUMPS™
process was chosen for this effort due to its relatively low cost and turnaround time, but
its loose tolerances with alignment severely limit the amount of work that can be
designed for a functioning microshutter array. One key advantage that the two SUMMiT
processes ha ve over the PolyMUMPS™ process is that they have mor e than two
releasable layers; the SUMMiT-IV process has three, while the SUMMiT-V process has
four. In both cases, the releasable layers above the Poly2 layer are planarized and do not
conform to the layers beneath them; this factor alone would provide many answers to
design problems for a microshutter array. In addition, their spacing requirements are half
of those found in PolyMUMPS™ due to stricter alignment requirements, thus opening
the door to further microshutter designs.
Regardless of the fabrication process, a few key design areas must be fixed to
achieve functionality of the microshutter array. The first area needing rework is that of
the gear actuator. The actuation scheme must be redesigned so that it does not take up as
much surface area on the chip, but can still provide the necessary force to move the
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microshutter flaps, whether that is via a gear wheel or another device. A simple fix for
this might be to make the gear actuator rely on a 4 x 4 scheme of banked electro-thermal
actuators; this may provide the needed force to move microshutter flaps. The driving arm
should also be designed to be thicker so that it can translate more of the force provided
from the actuators to the gears. The lock actuator would then be redesigned; a simple fix
to this would be to implement ratchet- like gear teeth on the microshutter flaps themselves
and devise a method to release the ratchet, whether through electro-thermal actuation or
another actuation method.

Despite the redesigns, it is very likely that functioning

microshutters can be fabricated through the PolyMUMPS™ process to create MOEMS, if
not ACAI, devices.
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A. Appendix A
A-1 PolyMUMPs™ Failed Wedge Shutter Designs

Figure A-1: Test design o f a quarter-wedge, double hot arm shutter.

Layout:

The hot arm is 150 μm in length, and the wedge has a 100 μm radius. This
is a poly1-2 stack with a trapped oxide layer.

Comments:

The be nt hot-arm and anchor arms were detrimental to the function of this
design. In each case, no deflection was seen before the electro-thermal
actuators failed from overheating.
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Figure A-2: Test design of a sixt h-wedge, double hot arm shutter.

Layout:

The hot arm is 150 μm in length, and the wedge has a 100 μm radius. This
is a poly1-2 stack with no trapped oxide layer, and the extra flaps of
polysilicon allow for more conformal covering of the aperture.

Comments:

The be nt hot-arm and anchor arms were detrimental to the function of this
design. In each case, no deflection was seen before the electro-thermal
actuators failed from overheating.
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A-2 Failed iris-style shutter using s cratch drive actuation

Figure A-3: (left) Iris-style shutter with scratch dr ive actuation, submitted to
PolyMUMPS™ Run 84. (right) Individual wedge of iris-style shutter.

Layout:

The four SDAs are attached to four flaps consisting o f a Poly1 layer and a
Poly 2 layer. The Poly1 layer is attached to the pivot anchor, a nd the Poly2
layer and SDA connected to it is directly clockwise from the Poly1 layer.

Comments:

Like the wedge shutters, these were also fused. Also, because there is no
closure mechanism designed into this shutter, the shutter would have
remained ope n once it has unde rgone actuation.
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A-3 Failed flat shutte r using s cratch drive actuation

Figure A-4: Design of a 4x1 array of a flat shutter using SDAs, submitted to
PolyMUMPS™ Run 85 for fabrication.
Layout:

The two SDAs on the bottom of each shutter are designed to pull the
Poly2 blade, while the two SDAs above each shutter are designed to pull
the Poly1 blade. The substrate is used as ground, and so there are no
ground contacts in this image.

Comments:

As with the other failed shutters, these were entirely fused due to an
oversight in design, rendering testing impossible.
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B. Appendix B
B-1 PolyMUMPS™ Run 83 Submission

Figure B-1: Run 83 final design.
Layout:

This was the first opportunity for a MEMS fabrication run, and so these
designs were experimental in nature regarding the shape and size of the
electro-thermal actuators to save as much surface area as possible.

Comments:

All the full shutters on this run were fused together, but the wedges
connected to the longer, single hot-arms were fully functional.
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B-2 PolyMUMPS™ Run 84 Submission

Figure B-2: Run 84 final design.
Layout:

This was the final run submitted to PolyMUMPS™. This run includes the
full microshutter array, it actuation schemes, and contact pads. It also
inc ludes test shutters us ing SDA actuation, extra gear actuators, and
different microshutter layouts.

Comments:

None of the extra microshutter layouts survived the release process, and
all the shutters using SDAs were fused together.
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